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ABSTRACT
Alzheimer’s disease remains an illusive disorder without effective treatment and cure. None of the hypotheses proposed accounts for the
gradually progressing deterioration and variable clinical presentations. It encompasses the diversity of neuronal and nonneuronal
abnormalities and elucidates how a disorder has the brain as its most vulnerable target organ. For many years Amyloid β was regarded as
the main culprit and all the therapeutic efforts were centered towards Aβ, now it seems that centre stage has been shifted towards
Neurofrillary tangles and Tau. Tau is a protein associated with microtubules which help in the proper functioning of microtubules. When
tau gets hyperphosphorylated it gets detached from microtubules and get aggregated in the form of tangles called neurofibrillary
tangles. In addition to the well-known changes in phosphorylation state, tau undergoes multiple truncations and shifts in conformation as
it transforms from an unfolded monomer to the structured polymer characteristic of neurofibrillary tangles. Neurofibrillary tangles
influence neuronal function in several ways and these changes finally ends with neuronal death and cognitive decline. In this review, we
discuss and summarize the physiological roles of tau and how it deviate from its primary role into tangled form and turn a foe in
Alzheimer’s disease.
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INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer's disease is a progressive neurological and
psychiatric disorder characterized by a progressive decline
in memory, cognitive performance and loss of acquired
skills leading to apraxia, agnosia and aphasia (1) that
ultimately lead to death (2). The cognitive decline in AD is
accompanied by neuronal atrophy and loss, mainly in the
cortex, hippocampus and amygdale (3). The characteristic
pathological features of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), still
remains relevant that described by Alois Alzheimer in
1906 - namely the senile plaques and neurofibrillary
tangles. A major constituent of the extracellular senile
plaques is amyloid β, an insoluble peptide derived from
abnormal cleavage of amyloid precursor protein (APP).
The neurofibrillary tangles represent insoluble fibrous
material accumulating within neurons and consist mainly
of an abnormally phosphorylated form of tau.
APP is a normal neuronal constituent of unknown
function, while tau is a microtubule associated protein.
Both amyloid and tau are foci of research on possible
causative factors in AD (4, 5). Research on tau is
encouraged by reports that the density of tangles correlates
better with the dementia of AD than does the appearance
of senile plaques (6).The tangles of AD are confined
largely to the cortical regions of brain and entorhinal
cortex and hippocampus are affected early and severely,
followed by the medial temporal, parietal and frontal
cortices. The motor and visual cortices show little
involvement until very advanced stages (7). The early
involvement of the entorhinal cortex, hippocampus and
association areas explains the loss of recent memory as the
prominent early symptom (8).
ROLE OF TAU IN STABILIZING NEURONAL
STRUCTURE
Neurons are functional units of nervous system and these
are cells with a complex morphology. Morphological

differentiation of a neuron involves the extensive
rearrangement of the cytoskeleton, which is responsible
for maintaining the cell’s shape. The cytoskeleton is
composed of three main components: the microtubules,
the microfilaments, and the intermediate filaments.
Microtubules are very dynamic structures, and in
proliferating cells such as neuroblasts (neuron precursors),
their probability of assembly is the same as that of
depolymerization in all directions.
However, during the differentiation of a neuroblast into a
neuron, the microtubules become stabilized in specific
directions, thereby generating the cytoplasmic extensions
that will become the axon and the dendrites (9). Several
proteins serve to stabilize microtubules and such proteins
include the microtubule-associated proteins (or MAPs)
MAP1A, MAP1B, MAP2 and Tau (10, 11). Being present
mainly in the axon of a neuron, tau function and
dysfunction have been related to axonal microtubule
function, both alone and in synergy with other MAPs (12).
In pathological situations, tau has additionally been shown
to be capable of forming aberrant fibrillar polymers (13).
Weingarten and colleagues first discovered microtubuleassociated protein tau in 1975 as a heat stable protein that
facilitates in vitro microtubule assembly (14). Further
studies demonstrated that tau is a phosphoprotein and that
phosphorylation negatively regulates its ability to
stimulate microtubule assembly (15). Subsequently, it was
reported that microtubule assembly in brain extracts from
AD cases is impaired and that the hyperphosphorylation of
tau may contribute to this deficit (16). These findings
significantly increased interest in tau and tau
phosphorylation both in physiological and in pathological
settings.
The density of tau inclusions correlating well with
regional and global aspects of cognitive decline and these
structures occur in the regions of the brain responsible for
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the various cognitive domains that are compromised
during the course of AD (17,18).
TAU- A MAJOR COMPONENT OF PHF’S
The breakthrough discovery that catapulted tau into the
limelight was the finding that it is the major component of
the paired helical filaments (PHFs) that make up the
neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) in Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) brain, and that the tau in PHFs and NFTs is
abnormally phosphorylated (6,7,12).Tau in AD brain,
especially in PHFs, is abnormally hyperphosphorylated
and glycosylated. At the later stages of tangle formation,

the tau is increasingly ubiquinated. In a normal neuron,
biological function depends on an intact microtubule
network through which much of the axoplasmic transport
is supported. The AD abnormally phosphorylated tau (AD
P-tau) competes with tubulin in binding to normal tau,
MAP1, and MAP2 and inhibits their microtubule
assembly-promoting activities. The disruption of the
microtubule network probably compromises the axonal
transport and starts retrograde degeneration of the affected
neurons. The neuronal cytoskeleton in AD is progressively
disrupted and is replaced by bundles of PHFs, leading to
the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (19).

Figure 1:.Disruption of microtubules in AD: Normal healthy neurons contain Tau in bound form that helps in stabilization of
Microtubules. Once hyperphosphorylated tau get detached and changes into polymeric, tangled form and leads to degeneration of
neurons.
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The observations of increased mitochondrial components
in lysosomes (20) synaptic vesicles failing to arrive at
terminals (21, 22) and vesicle accumulation in cell bodies
(23) suggest that microtubule- dependent transport of
organelles is hindered in AD (24). The clinical importance
of these findings is that microtubule reduction may
underlie the loss of neuronal connectivity suggested as the
basis of cognitive loss in AD (21). Studies supporting the
amyloid cascade hypothesis suggest that amyloid is
upstream of tau and could be a significant factor in
hyperphosphorylating tau, resulting in the formation of
neurofibrillary tangles followed by neurodegeneration
(25).
TAU
HYPERPHOSPHORYLATION
INFLUENCE OF KINASES

AND

The major function of tau in the CNS is in the stabilization
of microtubules in neurons and tau might be involved in
the establishment and maintenance of neuronal polarity.
The C-terminus of tau binds to axonal microtubules while
the N terminus binds to neural plasma membrane
components suggesting that tau functions as a linker
protein between both. Besides this, tau is also involved in
various signal transduction pathways where tau binds with

non-receptor src family tyrosine kinases and influences
neurite growth and the motility of microtubules in
response to extracellular signals (26). Elevated levels of
phosphorylated tau correlate with the presence of dynamic
microtubules during periods of high plasticity in the
developing mammalian brain (27). However, all of these
functions of tau are dependent on its ability to be
phosphorylated at site-specific epitopes (28). Various
kinases and phosphatases are involved in the regulation of
tau phosphorylation that occurs at a number of serine,
threonine and proline residues (29, 30).
In vitro studies suggest that increases in Aβ production
may potentiate tau phosphorylation by activation of
kinases such as glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK- 3) (31).
The level of tau phosphorylation is the consequence of the
action of protein kinases that modify tau protein and that
of phosphatases that dephosphorylate the previously
modified tau. Several tau kinases have been described and
they are grouped into two different types: proline (PDPK)
and non-proline (NPDPK) directed protein kinases (32).
PDPK modified Ser-Pro or Thr-Pro tau motifs and three
main PDPK have been described to phosphorylate tau,
GSK3, also known as tau kinase I (33), cdk5 (or tau kinase
II) ( 34,35) and stress kinases like JNK and p38 (3640).NPDPK modify Ser orThr residueswhere not followed
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by prolines. Among them are: cyclic-AMP dependent
kinase (41), Ca 2+ /calmodulin dependent kinase
(CaMPKII), Casein kinase II, protein kinase C (42) or
microtubule affinity regulating kinase (MARK) (43). The
stress activated protein kinases SAPK3/p38gamma and
SAPK4/p38delta
also
cause
abnormal
hyperphosphorylation of tau (27, 44).
Tau hyperphosphorylation is at the crux of most
tauopathies since hyperphosphorylation dissociates tau
from microtubules, destabilizes them and forms paired
helical filaments (PHF) in vitro (15,45). Tau
phosphorylation is regulated by an exquisite equilibrium
between kinase and phosphatase activities. An imbalance
of these two enzymatic processes can result in abnormal
hyperphosphorylation of tau and the generation of PHF
(30).
In the hippocampus, an inverse relation has been found
between the number of eNFT and the number of surviving
neurons. It suggests that neurons that degenerate, have
previously developed tau aggregates. During normal
development, Tau undergoes multiple post translational
modifications; phosphorylation, truncation, nitration,
glycation, glycosylation and polyamination. The most
important
modifications
are
truncation
and
phosphorylation. Phosphorylated Tau has reduced
capability
in
binding
to
microtubules
and
hyperphosphorylation contributes to formation of Tau
filaments as observed in Alzheimer’s disease (45-47).
Normally, tau in adult brain contains 2-3 moles phosphate
per moles of Tau but hyperphosphorylated tau from AD
contains 5-9 moles of phosphate group per mole of protein
(48).
GENETIC
INFLUENCE
HYPERPHOSPHORYLATION

ON

TAU

Tau protein is coded by a unique gene (49) that upon
alternative splicing of the transcript generates different tau
isoforms. In neurons from the central nervous system
(CNS) up to six tau isoforms (from 352 to 441 amino
acids) are expressed (50,51) by alternative mRNA
splicing. Fractionation of CNS tau isoforms by gel
electrophoresis indicates the presence of more than the
expected six isoforms. This is due to the existence of
additional tau isoforms arising by postranslational
modification (phosphorylation) of the coded ones (52).
It has been suggested that tau phosphorylation could
regulate tau binding to microtubules and in pathological
situations to its self aggregation (15). NPDPK
phosphorylation mainly occurs at the tubulin-binding
region of the tau molecule. Therefore, it has been
suggested that this type of modification could result in a
decrease in the binding of tau to microtubules as studies of
phosphorylation of serine 262 support (53). In
pathological situations, like Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
where phosphorylation of the microtubule binding region
takes place, a decreased binding of tau to microtubules has
been observed (54).
INSULIN SIGNALING AND TAU

function, playing a significant role in neuronal growth and
survival (55).
Insulin growth factors are potent neurotrophic agents (56)
and protect and rescue hippocampal neurons from amyloid
and other toxins (57). IGF-1 can cross the blood brain
barrier and is neuroprotective in vivo (58). Further,
insulin-sensitizing agents such as troglitazones
(thiazolidinediones, TZDs) can have potent neurotrophinlike survival activity (59). All of this contributes to the
hypothesis that increased insulin-like signaling in the brain
would promote neuronal survival and longevity.
It has been suggested that Aβ could act as an antagonist
for the insulin receptor (55). Thus, the PKB kinase should
be inactivated and as a consequence of that, GSK3 could
be active leading to tau hyperphosphorylation (48).

OXIDATIVE
STRESS
HYPERPHOSPHORYLATION

AND

TAU

Oxidative stress has been implicated in AD(60) and
consequence of stress is lipid peroxidation. In this way,
modification of arachidonic acid yields compounds like 4hydroxynonenal (HNE) (61) or acrolein (62). Both
compounds are present in the brain of AD patients and
colocalize with NFT (61,63). Also, HNE inhibits tau
dephosphorylation in cultured hippocampal neurons (64)
and its adduction to phospho-tau, but not
unphosphorylated tau, allows the in vitro formation of
filaments and also the appearance of filaments in cultured
human neuroblastoma cells (65). Recently, it has been
shown that acrolein favors tau phosphorylation by the
stress kinase p38 (66). This result suggests that oxidative
stress could facilitate tau phosphorylation through the
activation of p38 (67).
Furthermore Tau has 0, 1 or 2 N terminal inserts (resulting
from the splicing in or out of exons 2 and 3) and either 3
or 4 microtubule-binding domains (resulting from the
splicing in or out of exon 10) (68). The splicing of tau is
developmentally regulated, as is its phosphorylation state.
In fetal brain, only the shortest tau isoform is present
(minus exons 2, 3 and 10) and fetal tau is more extensively
phosphorylated than adult tau (69). Tau from fetal brain
promotes microtubule assembly less efficiently than tau
from adult brain (70) and elevated levels of
phosphorylated tau correlate with the presence of dynamic
microtubules during periods of high plasticity in the
developing mammalian brain (27).
The longest form of adult human brain tau has 80 Ser or
Thr residues and 5 Tyr residues; therefore, almost 20% of
the molecule has the potential to be phosphorylated (71).
Site-specific phosphorylation of tau is essential for its
proper functioning. Furthermore, there is increasing
evidence that inappropriate phosphorylation of tau, which
leads to tau dysfunction, results in decreased cell viability.
Indeed, in all neurodegenerative diseases in which tau
pathology has been observed, the tau is abnormally
phosphorylated (72).

In the brain, insulin serves as a neuromodulatory and
neuroendocrine molecule in addition to its usual metabolic
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CONCLUSION
Both senile plaque and NFT formation are related to aging
even among normal patients, however, the frequency of
NFT correlates to dementia better than does that of senile
plaques. Therefore, it is not surprising that disorders
leading to hyperphosphorylated tau accumulation are
associated with dementia. Although significant progress
has been made in our understanding of how
phosphorylation regulates tau function and it is also
known that precise, specific and coordinated
phosphorylation events are crucial for proper functioning
of Tau. Given that the phosphorylation of specific sites on
tau can inhibit its ability to bind microtubules efficiently
and increase its ability to polymerize, it is likely the
abnormal phosphorylation events play a role in tau
pathogenic processes. It is also likely that the
phosphorylation-induced loss of function (i.e. impairment
of microtubule binding), as well as the toxic gain of
function (i.e. an increased propensity to oligomerize),
synergize to reduce the levels of functional tau and thus
disrupt normal microtubule-based functions, which could
contribute to the demise of the cell. Both amyloid and tau
hypotheses have their merits and demerits but further
studies should be carried on to clarify the role of abnormal
tau phosphorylation in the pathogenic cascades in AD, as
well as the protein kinases that directly phosphorylate tau
in both the normal and disease states.
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